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The financial markets 
Negative trends prevail for the stock markets.  
Snam Rete Gas shares outperform the markets and the 
utility sector, following a positive reaction to the  
2009 full year preliminary results. 

Source: Snam Rete Gas on Bloomberg data 

In February, most of the stock 
markets closed down, with 
losses of -0.3% reported by the 
European DJ STOXX50, -3.8% 
for the Italian FTSE/MIB  
and -1.9% for the DJEurostoxx 
Utilities Index. An exception 
was the US S&P 500, which 
rose +2.9%. Share prices have 
primarily been affected by  
public debt problems for vari-
ous European countries (Greece 
in particular, but also Spain, 
Portugal and Ireland) and by 
macroeconomic reports which 
were below expectations.  This 
was particularly true in the  
Eurozone, while the US  
registered signs of economic 
recovery. In macroeconomic 
terms, the US reported a  
recovery (versus the prior 
month) in industrial production 
(+0.9%) and retail sales  
(+ 0.5%); growth was also  
reported in the Supply Manage-
ment Index (ISM) on manufac-
turing activity (up 58.4 points 
versus the previous 54.9).   

The unemployment index re-
covered slightly, even though 
the level remains quite high 
(down to 9.7% in January com-
pared to the previous 10.0%), 
while negative indications 
came from the real estate sec-
tor, with a consistent drop of 
the buying and selling (-11.2% 
in January for new properties 
and -7.2% for existing ones). 
GDP growth in the last quarter 
of 2009 compared to the previ-
ous quarter, was even higher 
than the first estimates (from 
+5.7% to +5.9%) . Within the 
Eurozone, slight decrease was 
reported in the Purchasing 
Managers Index (PMI) (down 
53.7 points in January from the 
previous 54.2), while a more 
significant drop was registered 
by the German ZEW index of  
consumer confidence (at 40.2 
points in January from the  
previous 46.2). A significant 
drop was also experienced by 
the German Industrial index  
(-2.3% in December, compared 

to the previous +2.7%). With 
regards to monetary policy, the 
Federal Reserve has raised the 
discount rate (the borrowing 
rate of the Federal banking 
system) by 25 basis points,  
to 0.75%, with the objective of 
reducing liquidity. The ECB 

(European Central Bank) has 
left the reference interest rates 
unchanged at the current levels 
(1.0%), the same decision was 
taken by the Bank of England, 
which did not change its base 
rate (0.5%).   

The Oil Market 

Over the course of February, crude prices rose significantly, 
despite the strengthening of the dollar, following expectations 
of an economic recovery and an increase in oil demand.  
The American WTI benchmark closed at 79.7 $/barrel (+9.3% 
on a monthly basis) and Brent at 76.7 $/barrel (+ 8.8%). 
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The utility sector in the stock market 
In February, the stock market recorded 
a negative trend overall, after the 
publication of uncertain macroeco-
nomic figures in the European zone. In 
Europe, the automotive sector was 
particularly affected, as a consequence 
of the reduction of state incentives, 

followed by the construction sector 
which was impacted by uncertainties 
surrounding the economic recovery 
and oil & gas markets. The latter was 
negatively affected by the 2009  
preliminary results of the major oil 
companies (below market expecta-

tions), whose share prices only par-
tially benefitted from a recovery of oil 
prices in the second half of the month.  
The utility sector (-1.9%) was  
negatively impacted by reported  
economic data and by the performance 
of the power generating companies, 

whose share prices declined in reaction 
to preliminary results. Positive  
performance in the sector was  
recorded by the regulated  
infrastructure companies. 

February 2010  

In February, Snam Rete Gas shares 
closed at €3.48, an increase of 2.2% 
compared to January’s close. This 
performance was in contrast to the 

stock markets (FTSEMIB -3.8%) and 
the utility sector (-1.9%). The shares 
were positively influenced by the 
publication of the 2009 preliminary 

results and by the announcement of the 
proposed dividend related to the 2009 
tax year, at 0.20 euros per share, which 
was above market expectations. In 

February, the average daily trades of 
Snam Rete Gas were 9.2 million, an 
increase from the average of 8.5  
million trades in January.  

Source: Snam Rete Gas on Bloomberg data 

Snam Rete Gas and its peers 

Source: Snam Rete Gas on Bloomberg data 

Snam Rete Gas shares and its peers in the Stock Market 
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News from the Authority 

Snam Rete  Gas  SpA -  P iazza  Santa  Barbara  7  -  20097 S .  Donato  Milanese  (Mi)  I ta l ia  -  inves tor . re la t ions@snamretegas . i t  

te l :  +39 02 52067272- fax:  +39 02 52067650 

Snam Rete Gas Updates 
Snam Rete Gas 2009 preliminary results 

On last 10 February, Snam Rete Gas presented to the financial 
community the 2009 preliminary results. More in details, were 
highlighted: 

“Together with our solid capital structure,  
the results for 2009 will allow us to propose  
a dividend of € 0.20 per share at the  
shareholders' meeting in April, which reflects 
our aim of generating attractive and  
sustainable returns for our shareholders”.    
 
Carlo Malacarne, Snam Rete Gas CEO 

Main Financial results 

(million euro) 2009 Change 

Core business revenue  2,438 +28.2% 

EBIT 1,274 +24.7% 

Net profit 732 +38.1% 

Invetments 1,254  

Main Operating results 

(billion cubic meter) 2009 Change 

Gas injected into the transportation 
network  

76.90 -10.2% 

Natural gas moved through  
the storage system  

16.52 +42.8% 

Natural gas carried in the distribution 
network  

7.5 +1.4% 

Agenda    
Board of Directors approval.  
Consolidated financial statement at December 31, 2009 and Snam Rete Gas S.p.A. 
draft financial statements at December 31, 2009.  
Dividend proposal for 2009. Sustainability Report 2009. 

March 
10 

April 
22 

Board of Directors approval.  
Press release and conference call. 
First quarter 2010 report. 

March 
11 Press release and Strategy Presentation. 

 

February 23: the the Authority for Electricity and Gas, through 
Resolution 21/10, arranged to extend the validity of the tariffs of 
natural gas storage service, approved by Resolution 28/09, to the 
period 1 April-31 December 2010. 

http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/docs/10/021-10arg.htm 
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 Milano Finanza Company Awards 2010: 
 Snam Rete Gas awarded "Creators of value" prize 
Snam Rete Gas has been awarded the “Creators of 
Value” prize – a section dedicated to major compa-
nies – at the 2010 Milano Finanza Company Awards. 
An important acknowledgment of the work carried 
out by the company which, through the acquisitions 
of Stogit and Italgas, has become a leading integrated operator in the regulated 
activities of the Europe gas sector with a regulated asset base (RAB)  
of over 20 billion euro. All of this with the aim of continuing to create value. 
The prize, now in its sixth year, is awarded to companies that in the previous year 
registered the best performances in terms of their financial statements, and is part 
of a series of awards conferred by MF to the biggest players in the worlds  
of industry, business and services. 


